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State of Louisiana Comments
NUREG-0654 FEMA-REP-1, Rev.1 Supplement 3

Section Page Comments
Louisiana agrees with the NEI comments, the comment letter from the State of New Jerse,y and comments posted by the State

of Nebraska.
There appears to be no evidence of FEMA's review or concurrence to the Supplement 3 guidancE
"should" - A constant problem in the regulatory world of REP. It is increasingly interpreted as "shall." Define it correctly before

this is mandated.

There are a lot of places this document used the terms like "may be appropriate..", "it is prudent to do ..." or" it is desirable to

... " followed by " it is not required ..." these tones are more for suggestions and not for the regulatory requirement
No implementation time frame has been noted for Supp 3.
Lateral evacuation (90 degree angle to the plume) may result in evacs not going to designated reception centers which will

require updated EAS messages

NRC does not expect any demonstration of lateral evacuation - FEMA is the lead agency for outside the fencE
Timing for Supplement 3 is not appropriate - should wait until census information has been published.
Lateral Evacuation - is this one of the recommended method of evacuating people or is it just an option that licensees or OROs1 1
can utilize? Is it more effective than current radial evacuation strategy?
"Use oflarge publicstructures" - who will determine which public structures are safe enough to provide "preferential
sheltering"?

1 2 "Sheltering-in-place should receive more emphasis... at sites with longer evacuation times." Define "longer."

1 2 "Heightened preparedness" is such excessive terminology. Think simpler.
"However, in no case does the NRC intend that nuclear power plan licencees delay the recommendation of protective actions tc

2 5 confer with OROs at the time of a General Emergency." First you say you want the plants to confer and agree with OROs, then

the next sentence is negating the need.
"The NRC expects that NPP licensees will develop PAR procedures that include ORO input at various decision point.., and that

2 5 this input will guide the criteria used in the PAR logic diagram." Have any NPPs utilized ORO input to develop their PAR logic

diagram?

Developing site-specific elements and criteria for the PAR Logic Diagram would require change of the plan or site-specific
elements and criteria will be based on the existing plan?

2.3 7 "This is prudent thing to do"... "This guidance should in no way be interpreted as countermanding these commitments which
may exist in licensing:basis documents or in State Emergency plans." -these two statements contradict each other
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NRC does not recommend automatic precautionary protective actions; however, without the written plan no precautionary
protective action will be executed. Also depend on how severe it is different precautionary protective action should be
considered. In order to meet this guidance, will have to have another PAR Logic Diagram for Site Area Emergency. This
recommendation affects more for OROs than Licensees.
Heightened preparedness - not clear on meaning or should this term included in OROs plan. If this is implemented, it would

2.3 7 change not only plans but also Public Education should reflect that as well

"It may be appropriate for licensees to perform a wind persistence analysis to determine if the site specific PAR logic diagram
2.4 7 should include more than three downwind sectors when a downwind evacuation of about 2 to 5 miles is recommended." -

does this statement mean that licensee could go ahead and evacuate more than three downwind sectors based on the Wind
Persistence Analysis? Or this guidance is not required based on the term "may be appropriate"?

Also later on this document on Section 4. Radiological Assessment Based PAR, it states "it would be inappropriate for licensees
2.4 7 to expand PARs based only changes in wind direction" - based on these two statements licensees should do wind persistence

analysis to see if they have to evacuate more than three downwind sectors in case of wind shift at the declaration of the
General Emergency; however they should not expand PAR based on wind shift alone?

2.4 7 "increasing shadow evacuations, therefore potentially increasing evacuation times" - what is shadow evacuation-
"Planning is in place to evacuate 100 percent of the public; however, protective action recommendations and decisions should

3 9 be based on the 90 percent ETE values" - does this require two sets of ETE study based on 90 percent of population and 100
percent of population maybe after 2010 Census study is completed?
"Although verification of dose projection data is desirable, PAR should not be delayed unduly while waiting field monitoring
data or sample analysis" - in case of wind shift, do licensees have to do dose projection based on effluent monitor data before

4 11 expand PAR but still have 15 minutes to notify OROs from the time wind shift is known? Also verification of dose projection
data is not going to be available in 15 minutes of window of making notification with PAR, most cases licensees will do PAR
without the verification of the dose projection data.
With all the "shoulds" and the excessive amounts of information suggested to be in public information and EAS messaging, no
time frame has been implemented for these items.

Appendix A-8 Public information material should include - actions for those in vehicles when the issue is ordered.
Appendix A-8 Public information material.should include - actions for those who are shopping, dining, working.

"When children are not at school but not at home, the guidance must recognize the need for families to gather children."
Where does our responsibility begin and where does it end?
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"...school evacuation planning should accommodate parents picking up children..." That is irresponsible, considering the effort

that OROs have gone into making sure people do not impede evacuations and that parents pick up their children at the

Appendix A-8 appropriate reception center. The school has much more important duties to perform than to deal with parents while trying to

evacuate.
Transit dependent - informational materials should include - how long residents may expect to wait for pickup; when bus runs

will sart; why residents are safe outside. It appears that a booklet is required in order to include all the items listed for the

Appendix A-9 public information and the EAS messages, these requirements need to be included in the REP Manual part II. As they are not

currently in the docketed manual, these documents contradict each other. FEMA and NRC need to work together to meld their

documents into a working system.

Appendix A-9 Details should be included on expected actions for the following situations: those in vehicles when the order is issued; those

whose family members are not together at home. - again, where does our responsibility begin and where does it end-
Including questions on an "evacuation assistance" registration card to elicit a response, such as asking if the resident has a pet,

Appendix A-10 will provoke more people to register, though not because they need assistance. It is liable to confuse people into registering
when they do not need to.

"The following evacuation information should be provided in media broadcasts and on Web Sites when available:" With the

amount of information that "should" be provided, broadcasts are likely to get lengthy. You cannot provide a map for a transit

dependent evacuation message on the radio. If the event at the NPP causes power outages, people will not have access to the
Appendix A-14+ Web, and possibly TV or radio. There is an overloadof information. Which message should I play first, the one to transit

dependent evactuation or special facilities evacuation. No priority is defined, who is more important to spend more and more

time on a message?
"As Federal agencies, such as DHS/FEMA, become integrally involved in the incident the public should be informed that these

Appendix A-18 are planned actions, to avoid unnecessary confusion." Exactly how and when does one inform the public that the Feds will be

taking control?

"Emergency response agencies should monitor social networks..." "The use of blog sites by emergency management agencies is

helpful..." "Response personnel can use cell phones to send text, photos, or video directly to their Web sites to provide first

hand credible information..." These suggestions are nice, but it is truly guidance or will the "should be considered" morph into
Appendix A-18 a "must be considered" interpretation? Of all the NPP OROs in the US, what percentage have the capability to perform this?

What percentage have the manpower to do this and respond? During Katrina, neither cell nor Web would have been of use in

the area. We need to make sure we do not develop a reliance upon technology that may not be available when the need arises

nor do we want to overload cell towers during an emergency.
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